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GREEN SCIENCE
08 New ASTM standards for sand-based fields
Michael DePew takes you through the new standard for the design and construction of sand-based natural turf sports fields, recently published by ASTM International.

11 Buying quality sod 101
When your organization or school district next prepares to buy sod, you'll be the lead person they turn to for answers. Here are some questions to ask.

AROUND THE GROUNDS
16 Field construction company directory
The best listing of companies known to construct or renovate athletic fields in the US.

22 Turf Cover/Growth Blanket Buyers' Guide

23 Tracking stations monitor weather for the pros

TURF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
24 How laser leveling works
The technology is complex but the concept and implementation are fairly simple.

28 STM uses one machine at UMBC
With more than 15 acres of athletic fields to maintain, a sports turf manager has turned his operation into a one-machine show.

IRRIGATION/DRAINAGE
32 Drainage problems and solutions
We asked field drainage companies to send us examples of specific situations where their products solved problems for turf managers.